Questions for St. Hilarion Castle

Instructions: Answer the following questions in complete sentences as you will be sharing this story with your cartography team.

1. What was the name of the queen that commissioned St. Hilarion to be built?
   St. Hilarion was commissioned by Queen Regaena.

2. What is the name of a character in other stories or myths that is similar to this queen’s disposition or manner?
   Answers will vary ~ Cruella deVille, Cinderella’s evil stepmother, Captain Hook etc…

3. What group of people actually built St. Hilarion Castle?
   The builders were men that had been gathered from near and far places.

4. What was the reason the queen was worried after St. Hilarion Castle was built?
   She was worried the treasure would be stolen.

5. What reason did the queen give for calling the construction workers of St. Hilarion to her chambers?
   Queen Regaena said she wanted to pay them.

6. What evil plan did the queen devise to protect her treasure?
   Queen Regaena decided to kill the men.

7. What was the fate of the construction workers of St. Hilarion Castle?
   Queen Regaena’s guards threw the men out of the castle’s window.

8. What do you think would have happened if the queen’s treasure would have been taken by one of the workers?
   Answers will vary.

9. What do you think might have happened differently in the story of St. Hilarion Castle if one of the workers had lived through their deadly ordeal?
   Answers will vary.

10. What is the story location clue in the Story of the St. Hilarion Castle?
    St. Hilarion Castle is located in the northern part of Cyprus and sits atop a summit in the western part of the Kyrenia mountain range. It is located directly south of Kyrenia and west of the Karpas peninsula.